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Abstract: Background: The immune response to critical injury, including thermal injury, can heavily influence the
recovery and long term prognosis for patients suffering such insults. A growing body of evidence supports that a suppressed immunologic state following critical injury can lead to adverse outcomes for adult and pediatric patients.
Methods: A Pubmed literature search was conducted to review areas of the immune system that are impaired after
thermal injury and identify key immune players that are potential targets for therapeutic intervention. The focus
was pediatric thermal injury; however, where pediatric studies were lacking adult studies were used as reference.
Results: Changes in cytokine profiles and immune cell phenotypes have been observed following thermal injury.
Treatment with immunomodulatory stimulants, including IL-7 and GM-CSF, lead to improved outcomes in critically
ill patients and may also be useful tools to improve immune function in pediatric burn patients. Conclusions: The
innate and adaptive branches of the systemic immune system are impaired following thermal injury in adult and
pediatric patients. Immunomodulatory therapies currently being used in areas outside of thermal injury may be useful tools to help improve outcomes following pediatric thermal injury.
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Introduction
Every three hours one child dies from a burn
related accident which the World Health Organization calls a preventable injury (www.who.
int/mediacenter/factsheets/fs365/en). Burn
injury represents the third most common cause
of death in children from the ages of 5 to 9 [1].
Advances in health care have led to an increase
in survivability of a major burn injury however
an ever increasing disability creates a large
economic burden [2].
According to the American Burn Association,
seven out of the top ten complications in burn
patients are infection related [3]. Infections
have been reported to occur in as high as 60%
of both adult and pediatric patients with thermal injury [4-8]. The most common infections in
both adult and pediatric burn patients are
pneumonia, followed by cellulitis and urinary
tract infections [3]. Given impairment of the

skin’s barrier function after thermal injury, these patients’ defense against infectious complications is primarily the cellular elements of the
immune system. Unfortunately the immune response to pediatric burn injury is an area that
has been understudied. The Inflammation and
the Host Response to Injury collaborative network has provided much data and insight
regarding immunologic alterations after burn
injury. Most of the studies, however, focus on
adults and have been limited to evaluation of
plasma cytokine profiles and the hyper-inflammatory response. There is a paucity of data
regarding the pediatric functional immune
response after thermal injury. The limited data
in children have demonstrated a difference in
the inflammatory profile of adult and pediatric
burn patients, which suggests that different
therapeutic interventions may be warranted to
achieve attenuation of the post-burn inflammatory response in these patients [9].
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Figure 1. SIRS vs CARS: Critical illness results in an alteration of the immune response typically characterized by a pro-inflammatory phase,
termed the systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS), as well as
a concurrent anti-inflammatory cascade, named the compensatory antiinflammatory response syndrome (CARS). A balanced response typically
leads to recovery as opposed to either a prolonged SIRS or CARS in which
poor outcomes are attributed.

The purpose of this mini review is to provide a
better understanding of the current literature
regarding the systemic immune response to
pediatric burn injury and to explore potential
targets of immune directed therapy. While we
understand that communication exists between
both the local and systemic immune response
to burn injury we elected to focus on the latter
for the purpose of this review.
Background
Critical injuries cause alterations of the immune response typically characterized by a proinflammatory phase, termed the systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS), as well
as a concurrent anti-inflammatory cascade,
named the compensatory anti-inflammatory
response syndrome (CARS) (Figure 1). It is
important to note while SIRS/CARS have divergent effects they occur simultaneously not as
discrete entities with separate time points. At
the same time both SIRS and CARS can lead to
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dysregulation of immune function. Upregulation of pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory genes are noted to occur as early
as four hours after injury and
can persist for up to 90 days following thermal injury [10]. Many
clinical features of acute burn
injury including fever, capillary
leak, and poor perfusion result
from an initial pro-inflammatory
response, while the concurrent
CARS response has no specific
clinical phenotype [10-12]. A
dysregulated immune response
leads to suboptimal immune
function. Patients with thermal
injury are at high risk of infectious complications including
sepsis. Infection prevention and
control are crucial to burn care
survival and for this reason
understanding the immune response following burn injury
should be of the upmost
importance.

A growing body of evidence supports the use of certain immunologic biomarkers to predict
clinical outcomes in adult and
pediatric patients with critical illness. Impairment of innate immune function,
as measured by reduced capacity of whole
blood to produce the cytokine tumor necrosis
factor (TNF)-α upon ex-vivo stimulation with
lipopolysaccharide (LPS), has been shown to
predict the development of secondary infections in children who suffered critical injury,
although it has not been evaluated in pediatric
burn injury [13]. Similarly, immunosuppression
measured using the same method in children
suffering from multiple organ dysfunction syndrome (MODS) has been associated with higher rates of mortality and nosocomial infection
[14]. A reduction in antigen presenting capacity is another independent indicator of mortality risk in patients with septic shock [15]. In
particular, reduced monocyte HLA-DR expression has been associated with increased posttrauma infection risk [16-20]. Limited studies
have shown improvement of immune function
in this setting with administration of immunostimulatory molecules such as interferon (INF)-ɣ
and granulocyte monocyte colony stimulating
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Figure 2. Burn Neutrophil: A. Neutrophils have several functions which are critical to innate immune defense. B.
Neutrophils from burn patients display reduced chemotaxis, phagocytosis, and generation of ROS, thus reducing
innate immune function.

factor (GM-CSF) [14, 21-23]. Although immune
monitoring and modulation studies have been
conducted in adult and pediatric critical illness,
studies specific to pediatric thermal injury are
lacking (Figure 1).
Cytokines
The systemic inflammatory response following
burn injury encompasses the release of proinflammatory and anti-inflammatory cytokines
that modulate the innate and adaptive arms of
the immune system. Specifically, in the first
week post-burn, there are elevations in the proinflammatory cytokines TNFα, interleukin (IL)-6,
IL-8, IL-1β, and IFNɣ along with anti-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-10 [9, 24, 25]. Notably,
endogenous production of the immunostimulant GM-CSF is not significantly increased until
the second week post-burn. A direct comparison of cytokine profiles in both adult and pediatric patients in the first week post-burn showed
similar trends [9]. However, IL-17 and GM-CSF
levels were significantly lower in the pediatric
burn patients when compared to adults for the
first week post-burn. These differences suggest
that both populations have a unique immune
response that need to be evaluated independently.
These cytokine profiles are also useful correlates of immune function as opposed to solely
8

being markers of inflammation. A hyper-inflammatory response, as indicated by high circulating levels of IL-6, IL-8, and MCP-1, was associated with a greater number of infections including a higher rate of sepsis in pediatric burn
patients [26]. A systemic elevation of the antiinflammatory cytokine IL-10 has also been
shown to be a sensitive and specific screening
marker of ICU mortality in adult burn patients
[24]. In addition to individual cytokines, the
ratio of pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines
may prove to be a valuable tool to measure
immune function and predict outcomes [24,
27]. Intervening with immune therapies targeting cytokines or their production in these at-risk
patients could improve outcomes.
Innate immune function
Neutrophils
Neutrophils are an important part of the innate
immune response as they migrate to the site
of inflammation/infection and act as an early
defense mechanism. Following burn injury, neutrophils display reduced chemotaxis, phagocytosis, and generation of ROS, thus reducing
innate immune function [28, 29] (Figure 2).
An active area of investigation has been the
ability of these cells to generate neutrophil
extracellular traps (NETs). These structures are
Int J Burn Trauma 2018;8(1):6-16
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Figure 3. Burn Monocyte: A. Monocytes from patients with burn injury have been shown to have decreased HLA-DR
expression. B. Immunomodulatory therapy targeting monocytes with the use of GM-CSF is being actively investigated in severe forms of pediatric illness/injury.

made of DNA, granule derived peptides, enzymes, and modified histones, which work to trap
and kill microbial pathogens in the blood and
tissues [30, 31]. In a prospective study conducted on patients with severe thermal injury
oxidative burst, phagocytosis index and ex-vivo
NET formation were reduced as compared to
healthy controls [32].
Quick and targeted migration of neutrophils is
required for an effective innate immune response. Healthy neutrophils are able to respond
and migrate along increasing gradients of chemoattractants, which include C5a, IL-8, LTB4,
and bacterial products, in a direct path. Following burn injury neutrophils are still drawn toward
these same chemoattractants, however it is
along a random oscillating path. This random
migration pattern is reversible with administration of antibiotic therapy and can predict the
development of sepsis 48 hours prior to onset
[33]. These neutrophil studies were exclusively
performed in adult burn patients, underscoring
the need for pediatric specific studies (Figure
2).
Monocytes
Circulating monocytes play a central role in the
innate immune system of patients with thermal
injury. Their key functions include cytokine production, phagocytosis and antigen presentation.
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Recognition of pathogen-associated molecular
patterns (PAMPs) and damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) activates monocytes
leading to production of chemokines and cytokines [34]. These chemokines attract neutrophils and other monocytes into the tissues
where the latter become tissue macrophages.
Pro-inflammatory cytokines produced by monocytes include TNFα, IL-6 and IL-1β [35]. These
monocytes also produce the anti-inflammatory
cytokine, IL-10 [35]. Activated monocytes phagocytose and process bacteria and other foreign particles for antigen presentation through
loading and expression on major histocompatibility (MHC) class II molecules including human
leukocyte antigen (HLA)-DR. These cell surface
markers can then bind to receptors on T cells to
participate in lymphocyte activation [34]. This
bi-directional interaction can promote more
monocyte activation or can blunt innate and
adaptive immune function through the ligation
of co-inhibitory molecules such as programmed
death (PD)-1 on lymphocytes and its ligand PDL1 on antigen presenting cells [34].
Expression of HLA-DR has been used as a marker for monitoring innate immune function in
burn patients [17, 20]. Studies have shown that
the percentage of HLA-DR-expressing monocytes is lower in post-burn patients versus controls and is lowest in post-burn patients who go
on to develop sepsis. This reduction in HLA-DR
expression tends to recover in patients without
Int J Burn Trauma 2018;8(1):6-16
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sepsis, but can persist in septic patients [36,
37]. Treatment with GM-CSF, IFNγ, and carbachol (a nicotinic and muscarinic receptor activator) has been shown to restore monocyte
HLA-DR expression in critically ill patients, but
data in burn patients are limited. These results
suggest that HLA-DR expression is potentially
useful as a predictor of adverse outcomes in
post-burn patients and a potential immunomodulatory target (Figure 3).
Recruitment and activation of macrophages
are pivotal to recovery, local infection control
and tissue generation within the burn wound
bed. This review focuses on key mediators of
the systemic immune response, therefore we
do not discuss macrophages as markers of
immune function following burn injury.
Natural killer cells
Natural killer (NK) cells are a subpopulation of
innate immune cells derived from the lymphoid
progenitor cell line. They represent one of the
first lines of defense against neoplastic cells
[38] and infectious insults, particularly viral,
due to their ability to kill without histocompatibilitycomplexrecognition[39].Strongdefenseagainst viral infections is particularly important in
burn patients as these types of infections have
been shown to be associated with increased
mortality and morbidity following major thermal
injuries [40, 41].
Following burn injury, there is often no reduction in the number of NK cells, but there can be
a decrease in NK cell function. This loss of NK
cell activity is greater and longer lasting in
adults with greater than 20% total body surface
area (TBSA) burn as compared to those with
smaller burn size [42]. This NK cell deficit is
most significant in days 3-6 post-burn injury
indicating a possible therapeutic window to
modulate these cells. A potential mechanism
for post-burn injury NK cell dysfunction relates
toanimpairmentofIL-2productioncapacity.Produced by CD4+ T cells, IL-2 is an important stimulator of NK cell activity [43]. Lower IL-2 production has been correlated with decreased NK
activity following burn injury and NK cells have
been shown to be hypo-responsive to IL-2 in
post-burn patients [42, 44]. This phenomenon
may be unique to burn injury, as no significant
decrease in NK activity or IL-2 production was
found in general trauma patients.
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Adaptive immune function
Lymphocytes
Lymphocytes represent the cellular elements
of the adaptive immune response. Alterations
of the lymphocyte response following thermal
injury have been associated with an increased
risk of complications in burn patients [45-49].
Lymphocyte suppression is a well-documented
characteristic of adult burn injury non-survivors
[46, 48, 49]. This has been demonstrated as
early as 48 hours post-injury and has been
associated with complications including infection and death [46]. This suppression tends to
recover after 2-4 weeks in survivors as compared to more persistent suppression in nonsurvivors [47]. It has also been shown that
serum immunoglobulins are reduced early after
thermal injury which could relate to the lower
activity of B lymphocytes and plasma cells [50,
51].
CD4+ T cells can be subdivided into T helper
cells (Th cells) and regulatory T cells (Tregs).
There are many subtypes of T helper cells,
including Th1 cells and Th2 cells. Th1 cells are
generally associated with a pro-inflammatory
state and their formation is induced by cytokines such as IL-12. Once differentiated and
activated, they secrete IL-2 and IFNγ. The Th2
cell phenotype is induced by IL-4 and these
cells secrete cytokines that promote apoptosis
and anti-inflammatory responses including
IL-4, IL-5, and IL-10. Both Th1 and Th2 cells promote the continued differentiation of local
naïve T cells to their same type while inhibiting
differentiation into the other type [52, 53].
Following thermal injury, the Th2 phenotype
predominates with increased IL-4 concentrations and diminished IFNγ production. Animal
models have shown reversibility of this polarization after treatment with IL-12, an inducer of
the Th1 phenotype, indicating a potential therapeutic option [53].
Tregs are potent blockers of T cell proliferation
and play a critical role in controlling autoimmune diseases, inducing transplant tolerance,
and mitigating the inflammatory response [54,
55]. They are also central to the immune response following major traumatic and thermal
injuries. Animal models have shown enhanced
Treg function in lymph nodes following burn
Int J Burn Trauma 2018;8(1):6-16
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Gamma-delta (ɣδ) T cells are considered part
of both the innate and adaptive immune system given their ability to respond to antigens
without processing [57]. Although they represent a small proportion of circulating T cells,
they increase in numbers following burn injury
and are an important source of chemokines to
recruit other immune effector cells [58]. ɣδ T
cells also recruit myeloid cells to the burn
wound to regulate local inflammation [58].
Limited data exists regarding the role of ɣδ T
cells in pediatric burn patients. Given their
unique properties and ability to control systemic and local inflammation this would be a novel
source of immunomodulation in thermal injury.
Co-inhibitory molecules
Figure 4. Lymphocyte Immunomodulation: Targeted
therapy aimed at increasing lymphocyte proliferation
and decreasing apoptosis through stimulation with
IL-7 or inhibition of PD-1, respectively, is a potential
avenue for immunomodulation.

injury along with a concomitant depressed Th1
response. Depletion of Tregs in these models
restored Th1 responses suggesting that burn
injury may amplify Treg function which may in
turn contribute to post-injury immunosuppression [51, 55]. Similar trends of enhanced Treg
potency and Th2 responses have been observed in rats and human septic patients following thermal injury [50, 52, 56]. Tregs represent
another therapeutic target, however further
analysis is needed to understand these populations and their function in pediatric burn
patients.
Th17 cells function in neutrophil recruitment
and activation and also have an important role
in mucosal immunity. IL-17 and IL-22 are both
produced by Th17 cells and are potently proinflammatory. Th17 and Treg cells balance each other in a similar fashion to the Th1/Th2
relationship described above. Following thermal injury, IL-17 and IL-22 levels increase very
early after injury, followed by weakened Th17
responses thereafter [56]. This can lead to increased Treg function, an increased anti-inflammatory profile, and thus a higher infection rate
in burn patients. Children appear to have a different expression profile of IL-17 over time as
compared to adults, with younger subjects having a greater elevation in IL-17 levels at early
time points post-burn. More research related to
IL-17 and Treg populations/regulation post burn
injury is warranted.
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Programmed death 1 (PD-1) is a co-inhibitory
molecule whose primary role is downregulation
of the immune response. When bound to its
ligands on antigen presenting cells, programmed death ligand 1 (PD-L1) and 2 (PD-L2), transcription factors are activated to inhibit the proinflammatory response and promote lymphocyte apoptosis.
PD-1 is upregulated following traumatic injury
in humans and may have a role in post-burn
immunosuppression through downregulation
of T cells. Using APACHE score as a measure of
the severity of illness, those with a score greater than 20 had upregulated PD-1 on both granulocytes and monocytes as compared to those
with lower scores [59]. Another study conducted on adult trauma patients with acute lung
injury found that those who died had higher
levels of PD-1 expression on circulating lymphocytes [60]. B- and T-lymphocyte attenuator
(BTLA and CTLA-4) are other co-inhibitory molecules that may have a role in post-burn immunosuppression [61]. Clinical trials in cancer
patients and studies of viral infections have
used antibodies to block these co-inhibitory
molecules with suggestion of improved outcomes [61]. The role of these molecules as
therapeutic targets in pediatric burn injury is
unknown (Figure 4).
Immunomodulatory therapies
There has been a plethora of clinical trials for
drugs that directly or indirectly modify immune
function in critically ill patients. Prior research
has largely focused on reducing inflammation
through the use of corticosteroids and neutralization of microbial products such as endotoxInt J Burn Trauma 2018;8(1):6-16
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in, pro-inflammatory mediators such as TNFα,
IL-1, and platelet-activating factor [62, 63]. In
addition, proteins that stimulate various aspects of immune function (e.g. granulocyte colony-stimulating factor [G-CSF] and IFNγ), and
the administration of anti-coagulants (e.g. activated protein C [APC] and heparin) have been
evaluated with minimal success in human trials
[64-66]. These therapies have not been pursued on pediatric burn patients. New research
into immunomodulatory therapies has begun
to explore routes to prevent and reverse the
immune suppression associated with critical illness, with hopes of improving outcomes for
patients with thermal injury (Figures 3B and 4).
One potential target is IL-7, which is required
for proper T cell development and homeostasis. It also induces proliferation of T cells during
times of lymphopenia and has anti-apoptotic
properties [61]. Lymphocyte proliferation and
function are decreased in patients with septic
shock, however improvement in both was observed following ex-vivo IL-7 treatment of isolated lymphocytes from these patients [67].
Lymphocyte suppression has also been demonstrated in thermal injury patients as discussed earlier in this review, therefore IL-7 represents an avenue for future research as a
therapy for burn-induced lymphocyte suppression (Figure 4).
G-CSF is a known stimulant of the innate
immune system. Its role in burn injury has been
evaluated previously in which G-CSF was given
to septic burn patients, including some pediatric patients, and was noted to be associated
with improved survival [64]. More investigations are needed regarding this therapy, but
these results suggest that it has potential to
improve outcomes in burn patients.
GM-CSF is used in oncology patients following
chemotherapy to restore immune function and
is currently being studied for use in sepsis- and
trauma-induced immune suppression [61]. GMCSF administration has the potential to reverse
macrophage dysfunction, enhance neutrophil
and monocyte numbers, and improve monocyte function following critical injury (Figure
3B). Ex-vivo GM-CSF stimulation of monocytes
isolated from critically injured children resulted in restoration of TNFα production capacity
though these monocytes were not from children with thermal injury [13]. GM-CSF, an FDA-
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approved drug with a low side effect profile,
appears to be a promising agent for immunostimulatory research specific to pediatric burn
patients.
IFNγ has shown promise in the recovery of monocyte function in a preliminary study with septic patients [65]. Administration of this immunestimulating cytokine restored monocyte HLADR expression and in vitro LPS-induced TNFα
secretion in patients who had low levels of both
[65]. These data suggest that IFNγ treatment
may be a useful immunomodulatory strategy in
this patient population and warrant further
evaluation for effectiveness in pediatric burn
patients.
Genome-wide analyses of enriched cellular populations from peripheral blood mononuclear
cells isolated from critically injured patients
have provided scientists a means to better
understand regulatory networks of immune
cells [68]. In addition, comparative global proteome analyses of plasma samples may provide a means to identify changes in protein concentrations and expression profiles after an
immunologic insult [69]. Such analyses may be
used to identify perturbations in immune cell
networks specific to pediatric burn patients,
which can guide immunomodulatory strategies (Figure 4).
Conclusions
Burn injury produces a profound inflammatory
response which can lead to impaired immune
function. A balance of the pro-inflammatory
and anti-inflammatory response is needed in
order to achieve best outcomes. Throughout
the discussion above we have demonstrated
that various cell populations are involved in the
alteration of the immune response following
burn injury. Novel targets and strategies are
needed in order to reduce the morbidity associated with burn injury. Most literature with regard to immune function after thermal injury is
derived from adult studies. More research in
pediatric thermal injury is needed in order to
fully evaluate the function of the immune system in this vulnerable and understudied population. From neonates to adolescents, the developmental differences in inflammation and
immune response to burn injury represent an
important unknown in the field [24]. There are
also many other potential confounders of the
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immune system in the setting of pediatric burn
injury that must be studied, including the
effects of sex, hormonal influences, and nutrition. We must generate this new knowledge
which can then be used for the development
of targeted immunomodulatory therapy to improve outcomes for children with severe thermal injury.
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